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For more than two centuries Rochester s notoriety as the wildest of the merry gang of wits who converged at Charles II s court during the 1660 s overshadowed his reputation as a poet. The poetry skeptical, parodistic, obscene and scathing was a rediscovery of the 1920 s though John Hayward s 1926 nonesuch edition escaped prosecution only by being limited to 1,050 copies.
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May 15th, 2020 - For more than two centuries Rochester s notoriety as the wildest of the merry gang of wits who converged at Charles II s court during the 1660 s overshadowed his reputation as a poet. The poetry skeptical, parodistic, obscene and scathing was a rediscovery of the 1920 s though John Hayward s 1926 nonesuch edition escaped prosecution only by being limited to 1,050 copies.
May 17th, 2020 - It portrays Rochester manuscript in hand and resplendent in silk bestowing the poet's laurels on a jabbering monkey which tears the pages from a book and hands them back crumpled to the poet. Monkeys feature prominently in Rochester's writing along with other animal metaphors serving to point up the folly and presumption of man.
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